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Unnatural Selection
A lavishly illustrated look at how evolution plays out in
selective breeding Unnatural Selection is a stunningly
illustrated book about selective breeding--the ongoing
transformation of animals at the hand of man. More
important, it's a book about selective breeding on a
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scale—a scale that encompasses all
life on Earth. We'd call it evolution. A unique fusion of
art, science, and history, this book celebrates the
150th anniversary of Charles Darwin's monumental
work The Variation of Animals and Plants under
Domestication, and is intended as a tribute to what
Darwin might have achieved had he possessed that
elusive missing piece to the evolutionary puzzle—the
knowledge of how individual traits are passed from
one generation to the next. With the benefit of a
century and a half of hindsight, Katrina van Grouw
explains evolution by building on the analogy that
Darwin himself used—comparing the selective
breeding process with natural selection in the wild,
and, like Darwin, featuring a multitude of fascinating
examples. This is more than just a book about pets
and livestock, however. The revelation of Unnatural
Selection is that identical traits can occur in all
animals, wild and domesticated, and both are
governed by the same evolutionary principles. As van
Grouw shows, animals are plastic things, constantly
changing. In wild animals the changes are usually too
slow to see—species appear to stay the same. When
it comes to domesticated animals, however, change
happens fast, making them the perfect model of
evolution in action. Suitable for the lay reader and
student, as well as the more seasoned biologist, and
featuring more than four hundred breathtaking
illustrations of living animals, skeletons, and historical
specimens, Unnatural Selection will be enjoyed by
anyone with an interest in natural history and the
history of evolutionary thinking.
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One Hundred Names for Love: A Memoir
A leading neuroscientist explains why your personal
traits are more innate than you think What makes you
the way you are—and what makes each of us
different from everyone else? In Innate, leading
neuroscientist and popular science blogger Kevin
Mitchell traces human diversity and individual
differences to their deepest level: in the wiring of our
brains. Deftly guiding us through important new
research, including his own groundbreaking work, he
explains how variations in the way our brains develop
before birth strongly influence our psychology and
behavior throughout our lives, shaping our
personality, intelligence, sexuality, and even the way
we perceive the world. Compelling and original,
Innate will change the way you think about why and
how we are who we are.

How to Kill
Sex selection - Gendercidal precedents - Abortion.

Unnatural Selection
We idealize childhood and demonize adolescence,
often viewing the typical teenager as a bundle of
problems. Yet according to a new book, The Teen
Years Explained: A Guide to Healthy Adolescent
Development, by Clea McNeely, MPH, DrPH and Jayne
Blanchard, adolescence can be a time of opportunity,
not turmoil. By understanding the developmental
stages and changes of adolescence, both teens and
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adults
get the most out of this second decade of
life. In plain English, this guide incorporates the latest
scientific findings about physical, emotional,
cognitive, identity formation, sexual and spiritual
development with tips and strategies on how to use
this information in real-life situations involving teens.
Whether you have five minutes or five hours, you will
find something useful in this book. This practical and
colorful guide to healthy adolescent development is
an essential resource for parents, teens, and all
people who work with young people.

Population Geography
"Dark and erotic in addition to being clever and
charming. It is laced with sexual scenes so graphic I
hesitate to share them with you"—New York Times
Book Review When Ira Fishblatt's girlfriend, Ruth
Grubstein, moves into his apartment, he has the
kitchen renovated to make her feel at home. She is
tickled pink, but hundreds of other houseguests
aren't—the cockroaches who'd been living high on the
hog before they were starved out. Weiss is a witty
fabulist whose animals have profound things to say
about the human condition. Daniel Evan Weiss's
novels include Hell On Wheels, Honk If You Love
Aphrodite and The Swine's Wedding. He lives in New
York City.

Human Genome Editing
Anthropologists offer new perspectives on how
transnational migration and global flows of
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commodities, and biotechnologies
affect the reproductive lives of women and men in
diverse societies throughout the world.

The Gene Machine
How did Lev Calder move from an unwillingly escaped
Tithe to a clapper? In this revealing short story, Neal
Shusterman opens a window on Lev’s adventures
between the time he left CyFi and showed up at the
Graveyard. Pulling elements from Neal Shusterman’s
critically acclaimed Unwind and giving hints about
what is to come in the riveting sequel, UnWholly, this
short story is not to be missed.

Unnatural Selection
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST
NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER
PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE
AWARD FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT
HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL
SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required
reading,” a bold and personal literary exploration of
America’s racial history by “the most important
essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the
national political conversation about race” (Rolling
Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL
BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF
PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED
ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
New York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah
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Magazine
• The Washington Post • People •
Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los Angeles Times •
San Francisco Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York
• Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a
profound work that pivots from the biggest questions
about American history and ideals to the most
intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi
Coates offers a powerful new framework for
understanding our nation’s history and current crisis.
Americans have built an empire on the idea of “race,”
a falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily
on the bodies of black women and men—bodies
exploited through slavery and segregation, and,
today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all
proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and
find a way to live within it? And how can we all
honestly reckon with this fraught history and free
ourselves from its burden? Between the World and Me
is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these
questions in a letter to his adolescent son. Coates
shares with his son—and readers—the story of his
awakening to the truth about his place in the world
through a series of revelatory experiences, from
Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the
South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his childhood
home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s
lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully
woven from personal narrative, reimagined history,
and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between
the World and Me clearly illuminates the past,
bracingly confronts our present, and offers a
transcendent vision for a way forward.
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A Natural History of Rape
The riveting story of Conor Grennan's year in Nepal
reads like a cross between Into Thin Air and Three
Cups of Tea. While volunteering at an orphanage,
Conor discovers that the children are not orphans:
they are trafficked. Despite the danger, Conor treks
up dirt paths with photographs of the children,
miraculously reuniting dozens of families.

Unnatural Selection
"A riveting true story of industrial espionage in which
a Chinese-born scientist is convicted of trying to steal
U.S. trade secrets, by a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in
nonfiction. In September 2011, sheriff's deputies in
Iowa encountered three neatly dressed Asian men at
a cornfield that had been leased by Monsanto to grow
corn from patented hybrids. What began as a routine
inquiry into potential trespassing blossomed into a
federal court case that saw one of the men -- Mo
Hailong, also known as Robert Mo -- plead guilty to
conspiracy to steal trade secrets from U.S. agro-giants
DuPont Pioneer and Monsanto on behalf of the Chinabased DBN Group, one of the country's largest seed
companies. The Mo case was part of the U.S.
government's efforts to stanch the rising flow of
industrial espionage by Chinese companies -- some
with the assistance of the Chinese government itself
-- on American companies. And it's not an isolated
one. Economic espionage costs U.S. companies
billions of dollars a year in lost revenue. As former
Attorney General Eric Holder once put it, "There are
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categories of companies affected by trade
secret theft: Those that know they've been
compromised and those that don't know it yet." Using
the story of Mo and of others involved in the case,
journalist Mara Hvistendahl uncovers the fascinating
and disquieting phenomenon of industrial espionage
as China marches toward technological domination. In
The Scientist and the Spy, she shines light on U.S.
efforts to combat theft of proprietary innovation and
technology and delves into the efforts to slow the loss
of such secrets to other nations. As technology and
innovation become more and more valuable,
government agencies like the FBI and companies
around the world are growing increasingly concerned
-- and are increasingly outspoken about -- the threats
posed to Western competitiveness. General Keith
Alexander, the ex-director of the National Security
Agency, has described Chinese industrial espionage
and cyber crimes as "the greatest transfer of wealth
in history." The Scientist and the Spy explains how
the easy movement of experts and ideas affects
development and the important role that espionage
plays in innovation, both for the spies and the spiedupon. She also asks whether the current U.S. counterespionage strategy helps or harms the greater public
good. The result is a compelling nonfiction thriller
that's also a call to arms on how we should rethink
the best ways to safeguard intellectual property"--

Democracy
Exploding telephones, pipe-guns and bullets made of
teeth, aspirin explosives, cobra-venom darts, a rifle
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boiled urine mixed with nitric acid), exploding clams,
samurai swords, karate chops, poisoned umbrellas
and a fuel-laden light aircraft. Sometimes even a
regular gun. These are just some of the methods that
have been used over the last fifty years to speed
4,000 VIPs to a premature end. How to Kill is not an
encyclopaedia of assassination but rather a gripping
history that charts the development of the modern
world through the eyes of the assassins that tried to
change it. It is also a work of investigation, surprising
conspiracies and remarkable connections are
uncovered throughout. This book is the first to study
in detail not only the causes and surprising
consequences of assassination, but also the crucial
seconds of the act itself and the psychology of the
assassin in an effort to understand why some
assassinations succeed where others fail - and what
might be done to prevent them. It is also the first
book to examine the fascinating facts and figures of
assassination, revealing everything from the success
rate by type of weapon and the escape and survival
rates of assassins to the most popular time of year
and location for assassination. The definitive book on
assassination, How to Kill shows that sometimes, one
murder can change the world.

Global Debates, Local Dilemmas
Somewhere in the African desert, thousands of miles
from civilization, a group of geneticists led by Kazushi
Nikken, has conducted unholy experiments involving
both human and animal DNA. This is the story of the
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Hieronymous Flask and his eventual liberation
from the torturous world of MAPPO.

Gendercide
The practice of sex-selective abortion is on the rise
globally, stirring debates about gender inequality,
medical ethics and reproductive autonomy. This book
is the first ethnography to document practices of sex
selection in Viet Nam. It shows how and why abortions
are used to select the sex of children and how
Vietnamese individuals and health professionals are
implicated in this illicit and controversial practice.
Telling the stories of women who have undergone sexselective abortions, it traces their passage through
sex determination and abortion decision-making
phases, and investigates their experiences during and
after their sex-selective abortions. It describes the
turmoil experienced by individuals who undergo such
abortions and explores their interactions with the
spectrum of social actors and health institutions that
facilitate practices of sex selection. As the first
ethnographic study on sex-selective abortions in Viet
Nam, this book delves into socially sensitive terrain
and sheds light on personally fraught individual
experiences of reproductive agency. It documents
societal responses to sex-selective abortions in Viet
Nam and identifies gaps in the state’s capacity to
regulate reproductive desire in a marketised
economy. A resource for researchers, it contributes to
ongoing debates on sex selection and provides a
framework for developing relevant social policies,
interventions and support services. ‘This pioneering
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selective abortion as human experience. Through
thought provoking case studies, the book provides
rare ethnographic documentation of the complex
quandaries that arise as selective reproductive
technologies are routinised across the globe.’ — Tine
M. Gammeltoft, Department of Anthropology,
University of Copenhagen

The Illegal City
A heartbreaking and powerful story about a black boy
killed by a police officer, drawing connections through
history, from award-winning author Jewell Parker
Rhodes. An instant New York Times bestsellerAn
instant IndieBound bestsellerThe #1 Kids' Indie Next
PickA Walter Award winner Only the living can make
the world better. Live and make it better. Twelve-yearold Jerome is shot by a police officer who mistakes his
toy gun for a real threat. As a ghost, he observes the
devastation that's been unleashed on his family and
community in the wake of what they see as an unjust
and brutal killing. Soon Jerome meets another ghost:
Emmett Till, a boy from a very different time but
similar circumstances. Emmett helps Jerome process
what has happened, on a journey towards recognizing
how historical racism may have led to the events that
ended his life. Jerome also meets Sarah, the daughter
of the police officer, who grapples with her father's
actions. Once again Jewell Parker Rhodes deftly
weaves historical and socio-political layers into a
gripping and poignant story about how children and
families face the complexities of today's world, and
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boy grows to understand American
blackness in the aftermath of his own death.

Innate
This compact and accessible text provides a
comprehensive, issue-oriented introduction to
population geography. First grounding students in the
fundamentals, Bruce Newbold then explains the tools
and techniques commonly used to describe and
understand population concepts using real-world
issues and events. Drawing on both U.S. and
international cases, he explores such pressing
concerns as HIV/AIDS, international migration,
refugee movements, fertility, mortality, resource
scarcity, and conflict. Every chapter includes both
methods and focus sections to provide a more indepth discussion of the ideas and concepts developed
in the book. In addition, a wide array of maps, tables,
and figures illustrate and enhance the cases. Newbold
highlights the geographical perspective—with its
ability to provide powerful insights and bridge
disparate issues—by emphasizing the roles of space
and place, location, regional differences, and
diffusion. Arguing that an understanding of population
is essential to prepare for the future, this cogent text
will provide upper-division undergraduates with a
thorough grasp of the field.

Shantung Compound
Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize A Slate Best Book of 2011
A Discover Magazine Best Book of 2011 Lianyungang,
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ratio for children under four: 163 boys for every 100
girls. These numbers don't seem terribly grim, but in
ten years, the skewed sex ratio will pose a colossal
challenge. By the time those children reach
adulthood, their generation will have twenty-four
million more men than women. The prognosis for
China's neighbors is no less bleak: Asia now has 163
million females "missing" from its population. Gender
imbalance reaches far beyond Asia, affecting Georgia,
Eastern Europe, and cities in the U.S. where there are
significant immigrant populations. The world,
therefore, is becoming increasingly male, and this
mismatch is likely to create profound social upheaval.
Historically, eras in which there have been an excess
of men have produced periods of violent conflict and
instability. Mara Hvistendahl has written a stunning,
impeccably-researched book that does not flinch from
examining not only the consequences of the
misbegotten policies of sex selection but Western
complicity with them.

Unnatural Selection
In this controversial book, Randy Thornhill and Craig
Palmer use evolutionary biology to explain the causes
of rape and to recommend new approaches to its
prevention.They address, and claim to demolish
scientifically, many myths about rape bred by social
science theory over the past 25 years. 10 illustrations.

Parenting Beyond Belief
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having children in an age of genetic tests and
interventions Is screening for disease in an embryo a
humane form of family planning or a slippery slope
toward eugenics? Should doctors tell you that your
infant daughter is genetically predisposed to breast
cancer? If tests revealed that your toddler has a
genetic mutation whose significance isn’t clear, would
you want to know? In The Gene Machine, the awardwinning journalist Bonnie Rochman deftly explores
these hot-button questions, guiding us through the
new frontier of gene technology and how it is
transforming medicine, bioethics, health care, and the
factors that shape a family. Rochman tells the stories
of scientists working to unlock the secrets of the
human genome; genetic counselors and spiritual
advisers guiding mothers and fathers through lifechanging choices; and, of course, parents (including
Rochman herself) grappling with revelations that are
sometimes joyous, sometimes heartbreaking, but
always profound. She navigates the dizzying and
constantly expanding array of prenatal and postnatal
tests, from carrier screening to genome sequencing,
while considering how access to more tests is altering
perceptions of disability and changing the
conversation about what sort of life is worth living and
who draws the line. Along the way, she highlights the
most urgent ethical quandary: Is this technology a
triumph of modern medicine or a Pandora’s box of
possibilities? Propelled by human narratives and
meticulously reported, The Gene Machine is both a
scientific road map and a meditation on our power to
shape the future. It is a book that gets to the very
core of what it means to be human.
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The Violence of Peace
Why am I here? What happens after we die? These
are some of the hardest questions a child can
ask—and even harder for parents to answer,
especially if you’ve chosen to raise your child without
religion. Gathering the perspectives of educators and
psychologists, as well as wisdom from everyday
parents, Parenting Beyond Belief offers insights and
advice on a wide range of topics including: Instilling
values Finding meaning and purpose Navigating
holidays Coping with loss Finding community without
religionand more The second edition of this secular
parenting bestseller brings back reflections from such
celebrated freethinkers as Richard Dawkins and Julia
Sweeney, and adds new voices including journalist
Wendy Thomas Russell, essayist Katherine Ozment,
sociologist Phil Zuckerman, and many others. Wise,
entertaining, and deeply supportive, the book will
empower parents in their quest to raise ethical,
compassionate, and open-minded children—without
religion.

The End of Men
Are you tired of simplistic treatment of the world's
most important issues? So many competing readers
offer simple black and white treatment of today's
complex problems. Help your students see the shades
of gray. In this annual reader, CQ Researcher
reporters offer students an in-depth and nuanced look
at sixteen of today's most pressing issues, ranging
from changes in the Middle East and prospects for
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climate change and terrorism. Each chapter
identifies the key players, explores what's at stake,
and offers necessary background and analysis so
students understand how past and current
developments impact the future of each issue. Also
included: Pron box that examines two competing
sides of a single issue question; Detailed chronology;
Annotated bibliography and web resources; and
Photos, charts, graphs, and maps.

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
KUNDUN is a story of reincarnation, coronation,
heartbreaking exile, and the tenacious efforts of a
holy man to save a nation and its people. This is
mainly the story of the Dalai Lama's family, parents,
four brothers, two sisters, who have worked tirelessly
on behalf of their country and to help thousands of
sick and starving refugee children. illustrations.

Fatal Misconception
“You have to…play by the rules so you can get to the
top and change things.” -- Sheryl Sandberg A
landmark portrait of women, men, and power in a
transformed world Men have been the dominant sex
since, well, the dawn of mankind. But Hanna Rosin
was the first to notice that this long-held truth is,
astonishingly, no longer true. At this unprecedented
moment, by almost every measure, women are no
longer gaining on men: They have pulled decisively
ahead. And “the end of men”—the title of Rosin’s
Atlantic cover story on the subject—has entered the
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as dramatically as Betty Friedan’s “feminine
mystique,” Simone de Beauvoir’s “second sex,” Susan
Faludi’s “backlash,” and Naomi Wolf’s “beauty myth”
once did. In this landmark book, Rosin reveals how
this new state of affairs is radically shifting the power
dynamics between men and women at every level of
society, with profound implications for marriage, sex,
children, work, and more. With wide-ranging curiosity
and insight unhampered by assumptions or ideology,
Rosin shows how the radically different ways men and
women today earn, learn, spend, couple up—even
kill—has turned the big picture upside down. And in
The End of Men she helps us see how, regardless of
gender, we can adapt to the new reality and channel
it for a better future.

Unnatural Selection
The author of The Zookeepers Wife describes her
husband's terrible stroke which resulted in aphasia, or
loss of language, and how she used their love and
scientific understanding of language to help him
regain his use of words. Reprint.

Ghost Boys
Unnatural Selection is the first book to examine the
rise of the "technocentric being"—or geek—who
personifies a distinct new phase in human evolution.
People considered geeks often have behavioral or
genetic traits that were previously considered
detrimental. But the new environment of the
Anthropocene period—the Age of Man—has created a
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traits, enabling many non-neurotypical people to
bloom. They resonate with the technological Zeitgeist
in a way that turns their weaknesses into strengths.
Think of Mark Zuckerberg versus the towering,
Olympics-bound Winklevoss twins in the movie Social
Network. Roeder suggests that the rise of the geek is
not so much the product of Darwinian "natural
selection" as of man-made—or unnatural—selection.
He explains why geeks have become so
phenomenally successful in such a short time and
why the process will further accelerate, driven by
breakthroughs in genetic engineering,
neuropharmacology, and artificial intelligence. His
book offers a fascinating synthesis of the latest trends
in these fields and predicts a twenty-first century
"cognitive arms race" in which new technology will
enable everyone to become more intelligent and
"geek-like."

Little Princes
A Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition of a counterculture
classic with a foreword by Chuck Palahniuk
Boisterous, ribald, and ultimately shattering, Ken
Kesey’s 1962 novel has left an indelible mark on the
literature of our time. Now in a new deluxe edition
with a foreword by Chuck Palahniuk and cover by Joe
Sacco, here is the unforgettable story of a mental
ward and its inhabitants, especially the tyrannical Big
Nurse Ratched and Randle Patrick McMurphy, the
brawling, fun-loving new inmate who resolves to
oppose her. We see the struggle through the eyes of
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Bromden,
the seemingly mute half-Indian
patient who witnesses and understands McMurphy’s
heroic attempt to do battle with the powers that keep
them all imprisoned. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more
than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series
to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

The Underground Girls of Kabul
Gonorrhea. Bed bugs. Weeds. Salamanders. People.
All are evolving, some surprisingly rapidly, in
response to our chemical age. In Unnatural Selection,
Emily Monosson shows how our drugs, pesticides, and
pollution are exerting intense selection pressure on all
manner of species. And we humans might not like the
result. Monosson reveals that the very code of life is
more fluid than once imagined. When our powerful
chemicals put the pressure on to evolve or die,
beneficial traits can sweep rapidly through a
population. Species with explosive population
growth--the bugs, bacteria, and weeds--tend to thrive,
while bigger, slower-to-reproduce creatures, like
ourselves, are more likely to succumb. Unnatural
Selection is eye-opening and more than a little
disquieting. But it also suggests how we might lessen
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bugs; protect individuals from disease without inviting
epidemics; and benefit from technology without
threatening the health of our children.

Global Issues 2012
An investigative journalist uncovers a hidden custom
in Afghanistan that will transform your understanding
of what it means to grow up as a girl. In Afghanistan,
a culture ruled almost entirely by men, the birth of a
son is cause for celebration and the arrival of a
daughter is often mourned as misfortune. A bacha
posh (literally translated from Dari as “dressed up like
a boy”) is a third kind of child--a girl temporarily
raised as a boy and presented as such to the outside
world. Jenny Nordberg, the reporter who broke the
story of this phenomenon for the New York Times,
constructs a powerful and moving account of those
secretly living on the other side of a deeply
segregated society where women have almost no
rights and little freedom. The Underground Girls of
Kabul is anchored by vivid characters who bring this
remarkable story to life: Azita, a female
parliamentarian who sees no other choice but to turn
her fourth daughter Mehran into a boy; Zahra, the
tomboy teenager who struggles with puberty and
refuses her parents’ attempts to turn her back into a
girl; Shukria, now a married mother of three after
living for twenty years as a man; and Nader, who
prays with Shahed, the undercover female police
officer, as they both remain in male disguise as
adults. At the heart of this emotional narrative is a
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on the extreme sacrifices of Afghan
women and girls against the violent backdrop of
America’s longest war. Divided into four parts, the
book follows those born as the unwanted sex in
Afghanistan, but who live as the socially favored
gender through childhood and puberty, only to later
be forced into marriage and childbirth. The
Underground Girls of Kabul charts their dramatic life
cycles, while examining our own history and the
parallels to subversive actions of people who live
under oppression everywhere.

Reproduction, Globalization, and the
State
Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize A Slate Best Book of 2011
A Discover Magazine Best Book of 2011 Lianyungang,
a booming port city, has China's most extreme gender
ratio for children under four: 163 boys for every 100
girls. These numbers don't seem terribly grim, but in
ten years, the skewed sex ratio will pose a colossal
challenge. By the time those children reach
adulthood, their generation will have twenty-four
million more men than women. The prognosis for
China's neighbors is no less bleak: Asia now has 163
million females "missing" from its population. Gender
imbalance reaches far beyond Asia, affecting Georgia,
Eastern Europe, and cities in the U.S. where there are
significant immigrant populations. The world,
therefore, is becoming increasingly male, and this
mismatch is likely to create profound social upheaval.
Historically, eras in which there have been an excess
of men have produced periods of violent conflict and
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Mara Hvistendahl has written a stunning,
impeccably-researched book that does not flinch from
examining not only the consequences of the
misbegotten policies of sex selection but Western
complicity with them.

End of History and the Last Man
Genome editing is a powerful new tool for making
precise alterations to an organism's genetic material.
Recent scientific advances have made genome
editing more efficient, precise, and flexible than ever
before. These advances have spurred an explosion of
interest from around the globe in the possible ways in
which genome editing can improve human health.
The speed at which these technologies are being
developed and applied has led many policymakers
and stakeholders to express concern about whether
appropriate systems are in place to govern these
technologies and how and when the public should be
engaged in these decisions. Human Genome Editing
considers important questions about the human
application of genome editing including: balancing
potential benefits with unintended risks, governing
the use of genome editing, incorporating societal
values into clinical applications and policy decisions,
and respecting the inevitable differences across
nations and cultures that will shape how and whether
to use these new technologies. This report proposes
criteria for heritable germline editing, provides
conclusions on the crucial need for public education
and engagement, and presents 7 general principles
for the governance of human genome editing.
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Unnatural Selection
This vivid diary of life in a Japanese internment camp
during World War II examines the moral challenges
encountered in conditions of confinement and
deprivation.

The Teen Years Explained
Ever since its first publication in 1992, The End of
History and the Last Man has provoked controversy
and debate. Francis Fukuyama's prescient analysis of
religious fundamentalism, politics, scientific progress,
ethical codes, and war is as essential for a world
fighting fundamentalist terrorists as it was for the end
of the Cold War. Now updated with a new afterword,
The End of History and the Last Man is a modern
classic.

Unnatural Selection
First Published in 2008. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Evolving Ourselves
Seeds and planting materials are central to the
agricultural industry that feeds us all. Yet, until
recently, there has been little interest in analyzing the
legal and political processes through which
intellectual property rights are constructed for these
biological materials. Concentrating on the U.S.
experience, Unnatural Selection offers a
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history and insightful sociological
analysis of the struggle to own and control biological
materials from the 1800s when farmers adapted and
bred their own crops, to the first patent law covering
plant varieties in 1930, to current international
controversies.

The Roaches Have No King
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From the former
secretary of state and bestselling author -- a
sweeping look at the global struggle for democracy
and why America must continue to support the cause
of human freedom. "This heartfelt and at times very
moving book shows why democracy proponents are
so committed to their workBoth supporters and
skeptics of democracy promotion will come away from
this book wiser and better informed." --The New York
Times From the end of the Cold War and the collapse
of the Soviet Union to the ongoing struggle for human
rights in the Middle East, Condoleezza Rice has
served on the front lines of history. As a child, she
was an eyewitness to a third awakening of freedom,
when her hometown of Birmingham, Alabama,
became the epicenter of the civil rights movement for
black Americans. In this book, Rice explains what
these epochal events teach us about democracy. At a
time when people around the world are wondering
whether democracy is in decline, Rice shares insights
from her experiences as a policymaker, scholar, and
citizen, in order to put democracy's challenges into
perspective. When the United States was founded, it
was the only attempt at self-government in the world.
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democracies, and in the long run that number will
continue to grow. Yet nothing worthwhile ever comes
easily. Using America's long struggle as a template,
Rice draws lessons for democracy around the world -from Russia, Poland, and Ukraine, to Kenya, Colombia,
and the Middle East. She finds that no transitions to
democracy are the same because every country
starts in a different place. Pathways diverge and
sometimes circle backward. Time frames for success
vary dramatically, and countries often suffer false
starts before getting it right. But, Rice argues, that
does not mean they should not try. While the ideal
conditions for democracy are well known in academia,
they never exist in the real world. The question is not
how to create perfect circumstances but how to move
forward under difficult ones. These same insights
apply in overcoming the challenges faced by
governments today. The pursuit of democracy is a
continuing struggle shared by people around the
world, whether they are opposing authoritarian
regimes, establishing new democratic institutions, or
reforming mature democracies to better live up to
their ideals. The work of securing it is never finished.

The Giver
The Illegal City explores the relationship between
space, law and gendered subjectivity through a close
look at an 'illegal' squatter settlement in Delhi. Since
2000, a series of judicial rulings in India have
criminalised squatters as 'illegal' citizens,
'encroachers' and 'pickpockets' of urban land, and
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to a spate of slum demolitions across the
country. This book argues that in this context, it has
become vital to distinguish between illegality and
informality since it is those 'illegal' slums which are at
the receiving end of a 'force of law', where law is
violently encountered within everyday spaces. This
book uses a gendered intersectional lens to explore
how a 'violence of law' shapes how 'public'
subjectivities of gender, class, religion and caste are
encountered and negotiated within the 'private'
spaces of home, family and neighbourhood. This book
suggests that resettlement is not a condition that
squatters desire; rather something that is seen as the
only way out of the 'illegal' city. The wait for
resettlement is a temporal space of anxiety and
uncertainty, where particular kinds of politics around
law, space and gender takes shape, which transform
squatters' relations with the state, urban
development, civil society, and with each other.
Through their everyday struggles around water,
sanitation, social and political organisation and the
transformation of their homes and families, this book
shows that the desire for the 'legal city' is also the
irony and utopia of home, which will remain an
incomplete gendered project - both for the state and
for squatters.

Kundun
"The man who many considered the peace candidate
in the last election was transformed into a war
president," writes bestselling author and leading
academic Stephen l. Carter in The Violence of Peace,
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his new
book decoding what President Barack
Obama's views on war mean for America and its role
in military conflict, now and going forward. As
America winds down a war in Iraq, ratchets up
another in Afghanistan, and continues a global war on
terrorism, Carter delves into the implications of the
military philosophy Obama has adopted through his
first two years in office. Responding to the invitation
that Obama himself issued in his Nobel address,
Carter uses the tools of the Western tradition of just
and unjust war to evaluate Obama's actions and
words about military conflict, offering insight into how
the president will handle existing and future wars,
and into how his judgment will shape America's fate.
Carter also explores war as a way to defend others
from tyrannical regimes, which Obama has endorsed
but not yet tested, and reveals the surprising ways in
which some of the tactics Obama has used or
authorized are more extreme than those of his
predecessor, George W. Bush. "Keeping the nation at
peace," Carter writes, "often requires battle," and this
book lays bare exactly how America's wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq are shaping the way Obama
views the country's role in conflict and peace,
ultimately determining the fate of the nation.

UnStrung
"Futurist Juan Enriquez and scientist Steve Gullans
conduct a sweeping tour of how humans are changing
the course of evolution for all species--sometimes
intentionally, sometimes not. For example: What if life
forms are limited only by the bounds of our
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extinction, even entirely newspecies fair game?; As
humans, animals, and plants become ever more
resistant to disease and aging, what will become the
leading causes of death?; Man-machine interfaces
may allow humans to live much longer. What will
happen when we transfer parts of our 'selves' into
clones, into stored cells and machines? Though these
harbingers of change are deeply unsettling, the
authors argue we are also in an epoch of tremendous
opportunity. Future humans, perhaps a more diverse,
resilient, gentler, and intelligent species, may become
better caretakers of the planet--but only if we make
the right choices now."--Provided by publisher.

The Scientist and the Spy
Listen to a short interview with Matthew Connelly
Host: Chris Gondek - Producer: Heron & Crane Fatal
Misconception is the disturbing story of our quest to
remake humanity by policing national borders and
breeding better people. As the population of the world
doubled once, and then again, well-meaning people
concluded that only population control could preserve
the quality of life. This movement eventually spanned
the globe and carried out a series of astonishing
experiments, from banning Asian immigration to
paying poor people to be sterilized. Supported by
affluent countries, foundations, and nongovernmental organizations, the population control
movement experimented with ways to limit
population growth. But it had to contend with the
Catholic Church's ban on contraception and
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ensuing struggle caused untold suffering for those
caught in the middle--particularly women and
children. It culminated in the horrors of sterilization
camps in India and the one-child policy in China.
Matthew Connelly offers the first global history of a
movement that changed how people regard their
children and ultimately the face of humankind. It was
the most ambitious social engineering project of the
twentieth century, one that continues to alarm the
global community. Though promoted as a way to lift
people out of poverty--perhaps even to save the
earth--family planning became a means to plan other
people's families. With its transnational scope and
exhaustive research into such archives as Planned
Parenthood and the newly opened Vatican Secret
Archives, Connelly's withering critique uncovers the
cost inflicted by a humanitarian movement gone
terribly awry and urges renewed commitment to the
reproductive rights of all people.

Hip Flask
"Lianyungang, a booming port city, has China's most
extreme gender ratio for children under four: 163
boys for every 100 girls. These numbers don't seem
terribly grim, but in ten years, the skewed sex ratio
will pose a colossal challenge. By the time those
children reach adulthood, their generation will have
twenty-four million more men than women. The
prognosis for China's neighbors is no less bleak: Asia
now has 163 million females "missing" from its
population. Gender imbalance reaches far beyond
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affecting
the U.S. where there are significant immigrant
populations. The world, therefore, is becoming
increasingly male, and this mismatch is likely to
create profound social upheaval. Historically, eras in
which there have been an excess of men have
produced periods of violent conflict and instability.
Mara Hvistendahl has written a stunning, impeccablyresearched book that does not flinch from examining
not only the consequences of the misbegotten
policies of sex selection but Western complicity with
them"--

Between the World and Me
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy
approaches the time when he will receive a life
assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads
him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who
reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.
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